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Abstract—This article surveys the history and current state of the art of visualization in meteorology, focusing on visualization
techniques and tools used for meteorological data analysis. We examine characteristics of meteorological data and analysis tasks,
describe the development of computer graphics methods for visualization in meteorology from the 1960s to today, and visit the state of
the art of visualization techniques and tools in operational weather forecasting and atmospheric research. We approach the topic from
both the visualization and the meteorological side, showing visualization techniques commonly used in meteorological practice, and
surveying recent studies in visualization research aimed at meteorological applications. Our overview covers visualization techniques
from the fields of display design, 3D visualization, flow dynamics, feature-based visualization, comparative visualization and data fusion,
uncertainty and ensemble visualization, interactive visual analysis, efficient rendering, and scalability and reproducibility. We discuss
demands and challenges for visualization research targeting meteorological data analysis, highlighting aspects in demonstration of
benefit, interactive visual analysis, seamless visualization, ensemble visualization, 3D visualization, and technical issues.
Index Terms—Visualization, meteorology, atmospheric science, weather forecasting, climatology, spatiotemporal data, survey
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1

INTRODUCTION

M

the “study of the atmosphere and its phenomena” [1], is a recurrent application domain in
research on visualization and display design, and one of
great societal significance. Likewise, from the meteorological point of view, visualization is an important and ubiquitous tool in the daily work of weather forecasters and
atmospheric researchers. As put by senior meteorologist M.
McIntyre in 1988, human visual perception is the “most powerful of data interfaces between computers and humans” [2]. In
modern meteorology, data from in-situ and remote sensing
observations and from numerical simulation models are
visualized [1], [3]; typical tasks include the analysis of data
(frequently using multiple heterogeneous data sources) to
understand the weather situation or a specific atmospheric
process, decision making, and the communication of forecasts
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and research results. In recent years, an increase in observation density, numerical model resolutions, the number of
simulated parameters, diversity of data sources, and use of
ensemble methods to characterize model output uncertainty
has resulted in increased data size and complexity and,
hence, in higher challenges for visualization.
A number of overview articles have explored aspects of
visualization in meteorology. Early surveys by Papathomas,
Schiavone, and Julesz [4], [5] reported on the usage of computer graphics techniques for the visualization of meteorological data in the 1980s. Subsequent summaries by B€
ottinger
et al. [6], Middleton et al. [7], and Nocke et al. [8] described,
from a meteorological research point of view, tools and techniques used in weather and climate research; Nocke [9] recently
provided a situation analysis of scientific data visualization in
climate research. Monmonier [10] provided a history of
meteorological map making, and Trafton and Hoffman [11]
discussed activities in cognitive engineering to improve meteorological display technology. Recently, Stephens et al. [12]
reviewed how probabilistic information is communicated in
climate and weather science, and Nocke et al. [13] explored
the usage of visual analytics to analyze climate networks.
None of these articles, however, provided a comprehensive
overview of current visualization techniques and tools in
meteorology and of the state of the art of visualization
research aimed at advancing meteorological visualization.
Such an overview is the purpose of the present article.
Our objective is to provide the visualization researcher
with a summary of visualization techniques and tools that
are in current use at operational meteorological centers and
in meteorological research environments, to survey the
research literature related to visualization in meteorology,
and to identify important open issues in meteorological
visualization research. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, visualization
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Fig. 1. Overview of the survey with links to the corresponding sections. (a) Visualization in meteorology is relevant for the overlapping areas of data
analysis, decision making and communication. In this survey, we focus on data analysis. (b) Different scales of atmospheric processes are analyzed
by weather forecasters and atmospheric researchers; data to be visualized originates from numerical models and observations. Forecasting is mainly
concerned with the meso and synoptic scales; atmospheric research considers all scales. (c) Surveyed visualization research.

techniques for data analysis, decision making, and communication overlap; to limit the scope of our survey, we focus
on visualization for data analysis tasks. While effective visualization techniques for communication and decision making are equally important, they provide enough material for
overviews on their own (e.g., cf. Stephens et al. [12] and
Schneider [14]).
We structure the article as follows. To make the reader
aware of domain-specific requirements for visualization,
characteristics of meteorological analysis tasks and data are
described in Section 2, followed by a brief history of meteorological visualization in Section 3. Section 4 describes the state
of the art in visualization in the application domain, considering operational forecasting and meteorological research
environments. The reader is provided with an overview of
visualization in day-to-day meteorological practice and
made aware of challenges. The state of the art in visualization
research that is related to meteorology is surveyed in
Section 5, which highlights techniques with the potential to
improve on current practice. A summary of Sections 2, 3, 4,
and 5 is followed by a discussion of what we view as being
the most important open issues in meteorological visualization in Section 6; the article is concluded in Section 7.

2

METEOROLOGICAL DATA AND ANALYSIS TASKS

Meteorological phenomena and processes encompass a
wide range of spatiotemporal scales, from small-scale turbulence to global climate (illustrated in Fig. 1b). Visualization requirements depend on the purpose of the analysis,
the scale of the process to be analyzed, and the characteristics of the data used. For instance, meteorologists aiming at
understanding weather (the condition of the atmosphere at
any particular place and time [1]) may focus on visualizing
the development of a particular storm; researchers investigating climate (the “statistical weather” of a particular
region over a specified time interval, usually over at least 20
to 30 years [15, Ann. 3]) could focus on visualizing statistical
quantities (e.g., a change in mean summer precipitation).

2.1

Weather Forecasting versus Atmospheric
Research
Due to different requirements for visualization techniques
and tools, Papathomas et al. [4] and Koppert el al. [16]

distinguished between the use of visualization in operational
weather forecast settings versus atmospheric research settings.
Operational forecasting focuses on atmospheric processes at
mesoscale and synoptic scale (cf. Fig. 1b), covering tasks
from nowcasting (prediction of, e.g., thunderstorms in the
next two hours) over medium-range forecasting (five to seven
days into the future) to seasonal forecasting (statistical characteristics of the next months) [17, App. I-4]. The operational
computational chain at weather centers covers the assimilation of routine observations (e.g., surface stations, satellites)
into numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, the
numerical prediction itself, post-processing, and visualization of observations and NWP data [3], [18]. Despite increasingly automated procedures, the human forecaster and,
thus, visualizations interpreted by the forecaster, continue
to play a crucial role [3]; forecasting results depend on the
forecaster’s ability to envision a dynamic mental model of the
weather from available data visualizations [11], [19]. This
model reflects his/her understanding of qualitative/conceptual information (e.g., images of the internal structure
and dynamics of storm clouds), as well as of numerical
information (e.g., data about winds, air pressure changes,
etc.) [19].
Innes and Dorling [3] provided an overview of typical
forecaster tasks. A forecaster follows specific objectives
(weather prediction for a particular place, time, and purpose), and is subject to time constraints. For example, a common task is to estimate the uncertainty of NWP output;
often using ensemble predictions (Section 2.3) to judge a
model’s uncertainty and to gain information about potential
forecast scenarios and the risk of severe weather events.
Another example is the application of knowledge about
model characteristics (e.g., systematic errors and biases) to
improve the forecast. Forecasters inspect and integrate a
great number of complex visualizations and data sources;
estimates are in the range of eight or more different data
type displays for forecasts in non-severe situations [19].
Because the pertinent information usually is not displayed
in any one single visualization, forecasters must mentally
integrate that information into a coherent whole to make
a prediction about the future weather. In this respect, one of
the challenges today is the sheer volume of NWP output
that needs to be explored and interpreted [3].
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Fig. 2. Examples of grids used in numerical weather prediction models.
(a) The vertical hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate prevents intersection
of lower model levels (green lines) with the surface orography (black) by
“following” the terrain. (b) The reduced Gaussian grid [28] keeps the distance between grid points approximately constant by reducing the number of points per parallel towards the pole. (Courtesy of ECMWF.)

In meteorological research environments, the objectives
of a scientist can include many other things in addition to
“understand and predict the weather”; e.g., field observations are analyzed, and numerical models are developed
and evaluated. In contrast to operational environments,
visualization requirements are not necessarily known and
fixed a priori. Processes from the microscale to climate variation (cf. Fig. 1b) are targeted; the increased diversity of
data and analysis tasks requires an increased diversity of
visualization techniques. Time is a much less limiting factor;
a researcher has more time to create, interact with, and
interpret a visualization.

2.2 Heterogeneity of Data Sources
Modern meteorology employs data from atmospheric
observations and numerical computer model output (data
from laboratory experiments and idealized mathematical
models are used as well). Data come in different modalities;
also, coordinate systems differ. For example, pressure is
used as the standard vertical coordinate, but geometric
height and potential temperature are also frequently
encountered [1].
Atmospheric computer models include fluid flow, air
chemistry, Lagrangian particle, and radiative transfer models, with different models targeting different scales of
motion (cf. Fig. 1b; the interested reader is referred to, e.g.,
[3], [20]). The topology of the data grids is important to visualization algorithms (e.g., [21], [22]). Horizontal grid topologies include regular and rotated grids for models covering a
limited area (e.g., [23], [24], [25]), and, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, unstructured (e.g., icosahedral and reduced Gaussian) grids for global models (e.g., [26], [27]). Grid spacings
range from the order of meters to hundreds of kilometers.
To avoid intersection of model levels with the earth’s terrain, many models use “terrain-following” vertical coordinates (Fig. 2).
Data from atmospheric models are frequently encountered in the visualization literature. Examples include the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS, [26]) as a global
model and the Weather Research & Forecasting Model
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(WRF, [23]) as a limited-area model. New-generation global
models manifest efforts towards seamless prediction [29],
[30], their icosahedral grids can be refined in selected
regions to replace limited-area models (e.g., [31], [27]). Climate models are similar to global NWP models but run at
coarser resolutions to facilitate longer integration times
(e.g., [32]), large-eddy simulation (LES) models explicitly
resolve small-scale atmospheric phenomena (e.g., convection; e.g., [25]).
Observational data come routinely from surface stations,
radiosonde soundings, weather radar, meteorological satellites, aircraft and ship sensors, and further in-situ and
remote sensing instruments [3, Ch. 3]. They are distributed
through World Meteorological Organization (WMO) systems [33]. Further observations originate from research
experiments [34], e.g., field campaigns using sensors on aircraft, ships, and at the surface. Data modality and sampling
resolution of observations varies significantly, making it
challenging to co-locate measurements from different sensors. For example, a network of surface stations yields scattered 2D data, a volumetric radar scan data on an irregular,
rotated, stretched grid.

2.3 Uncertainty and Ensemble Modeling
Uncertainty plays an important role in both forecasting and
research, and poses significant challenges to visualization
(where it has been broadly identified as a key challenge as
well; e.g., [35], [36]). Uncertainty information in forecasting is
derived, e.g., from the comparison of different NWP models,
from model output statistics (MOS) techniques (statistical
correction of NWP output often based on past observations;
e.g., [37]), and from ensemble methods [38], [39]. In their
recent review of the state of numerical weather prediction,
Bauer et al. [30] identify ensemble methods as one of three
areas that present the most challenging science questions in
weather prediction in the next decade.
NWP ensembles typically represent uncertainty due to
initial condition errors and model imperfections. The equations of motion have a chaotic nature [40], and small changes
in, e.g., initial conditions can lead to fundamentally different solutions. Limits of predictability are estimated to be on
the order of about 10 days, depending on atmospheric state
and depending on what specific atmospheric parameters
are the focus of the prediction [41], [42]. A finite sample of
initial atmospheric states (on the order of 20 to 50; [37], [39],
[40]) is integrated in time; this ensemble of forecasts is interpreted to approximate the probability distribution (which is
of general shape and can be multi-modal) of future atmospheric states. Examples of NWP ensemble systems include
the ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System (ENS, 51 members; [40, Ch. 17]) and the U.S. National Weather Service
(NWS) Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS, 21 members; [43]). Common practice is to run a high-resolution
forecast (often called deterministic) using the “best“ initial
conditions [38], and to run the ensemble at lower resolution.
With ensembles, grid topologies can pose additional challenges to visualization. For example, terrain-following coordinates may lead to different vertical locations for the same
grid point in different members [22].
In different contexts (e.g., climate research), ensemble
methods are used as well, e.g., for estimation of the internal
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Fig. 3. Examples of 3D renderings in the 1970s and 1980s. (a) Simulated
particle trajectories in an early computer generated 3D animation produced on film. (Reprinted from [52], # 1984 American Meteorological
Society. Used with permission.) (b) Numerical simulation of the
“Presidents’ Day Cyclone”, visualized by the 4D McIDAS system. Shown
is a potential vorticity isosurface (representing the dynamic tropopause),
rendered above contour lines of the surface pressure field. (c) Particle
trajectories from the same simulation, colored according to their region
of origin. (Reprinted from [63], # 1989 American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.) (d) Image from the 1989 movie “Study of a
Numerically Modeled Severe Storm”. (From redrock.ncsa. illinois.edu/
AOS/image_89video.html. Courtesy of R. B. Wilhelmson.)

variability in long term climate projections [44], [45] and for
decadal climate predictions [46]. Here, ensembles based on
perturbed physics and on multiple models are commonly
encountered (e.g., [47], [48]).

3

HISTORY OF VISUALIZATION IN METEOROLOGY

Traditionally, meteorologists and forecasters have employed
a variety of hand-drawn 2D meteorological charts and diagrams. In his (pre-computer era) book on meteorological
analysis, Saucier [49] classified depictions in usage in the
1950s into meteorological maps, cross-section charts, vertical
sounding charts, and time-section charts. These 2D depictions of meteorological observations (their historical evolution was described by Monmonier [10]) typically included
contour lines, wind vectors, barbs, or streamlines.

3.1 Computer-Based Visualization 1960-1990
As reported by Papathomas et al. [4], the earliest computerbased visualization tool specific to meteorology was the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
Graphics package developed in the late 1960s. As a notable
example, Washington et al. [50] presented 2D contour lines
of simulation data from the NCAR general circulation
model [51] displayed on a cathode ray tube screen. The first
computer animated movies of atmospheric simulations
were created in the 1970s. Grotjahn and Chervin [52]
described the creation of (still monochrome) movies at
NCAR. They already used 3D perspective views; an example is shown in Fig. 3a. At the same time, interest in “true”
3D displays grew and methods were developed to generate
stereoscopic projections, first of observational (mainly satellite) data [53], [54], [55], [56], but also of simulation data [57].
At the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the Man computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS), a pioneering
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workstation system to process and view meteorological
observation data, had been developed since 1973 [58],
[59], [60]. In the mid-1980s, a stereographic terminal was
developed, and Hibbard [56], [61] reported on extensive
experiments with monochrome 3D stereo visualization. In
the 1980s, high attention was given to psychophysical
aspects, specifically visual perception (cf. [4], [5], [57]). In
this line, Hibbard [56] discussed challenges of 3D visualization and perception, including the correct usage of
visual cues to create an illusion of depth, choosing a good
aspect ratio to avoid misleading angles and slopes in the
display, system performance and user handling. He presented 3D views of satellite cloud images, wind trajectories, contour surfaces, and radar data, noting that the
displays required improvement in particular with respect
to spatial perception (the “location problem” as he called
it), use of color, combined display of multiple variables,
and efficiency for better interactivity. In a similar effort,
Haar et al. [62] presented 3D displays for satellite and
radar data, discussing application to pilot briefing, forecasting and research, and teaching.
McIDAS was extended to handle simulation data and
color [64]. Figs. 3b and c show examples from Hibbard et al.
[63], who described its application to a model study. In
addition to the techniques for observations presented by
Hibbard [56], they used isosurfaces of potential vorticity to
depict the tropopause on top of a topographic map and contour lines of surface pressure. Particle trajectories were rendered as shaded tubes. Hibbard et al. [63], [65] stressed the
need for an interactive system to create such visualizations,
as adjustments still required several hours to recompute an
image. Also in the late 1980s, Wilhelmson et al. [66] raised
attention (cf. [7]) with story-boarded 3D animation movies.
Fig. 3d shows an image from the 1989 video “Study of a
Numerically Modeled Severe Storm”. Creating the movie
was a major undertaking, requiring multiple scientific animators, script writers, artistic consultants, and postproduction personnel over an 11-month period [66].
Further details on visualization activities up to the late
1980s can be found in earlier surveys [4], [5], [7].

3.2 Interactive Workstations
Since around 1990, workstations with increasingly powerful
graphics accelerators enabled the development of interactive visualization tools. To create an interactive McIDAS
system, Hibbard et al. developed the Vis5D software [67],
[68], [69], [70]. It became a major 3D visualization tool in
meteorology in subsequent years [7], [67]. For instance,
Vis5D was used at the German Climate Computing Center
(DKRZ) [6], coupled with ECMWF’s Metview meteorological workstation [71], and used as basis for a 3D forecasting
workstation (cf. Section 5.2). Fig. 4 shows a screenshot of the
last Vis5D release, described by Hibbard [67]. Data could be
displayed interactively as 2D contour lines or pseudo-colors
on horizontal and vertical sections, as 3D isosurfaces, and
as volume rendering. Wind data could be depicted as vector
glyphs, streamlines and path lines. A topographical map
could be displayed as geo-reference. Vis5D provided support for comparing multiple datasets, multiple displays
could be “grouped” and synchronized. Development of
Vis5D ceased in the early 2000s [67].
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Vis5D visualization tool, showing a display
combining different visualization types available in the software: 2D contour lines, 2D color mapping, terrain, isosurface, and volume rendering.
(Reprinted from [67, p. 674], # 2005, with permission from Elsevier.)

A number of further 3D visualization tools appeared in
the 1990s, mostly general-purpose, commercial, and not primarily targeted at meteorology. Systems used in the atmospheric sciences were listed by Schr€
oder [72], B€
ottinger et al.
[6], and Middleton et al. [7]. Examples include the commercial systems Application Visualization System (AVS) [73], [74],
Iris Explorer [75], the IBM Data Explorer [76], [77] (DX; later
made open-source as OpenDX; discontinued in 2007), and
amira [78] (now Avizo). However, these tools were primarily
used by visualization specialists, as B€
ottinger et al. [6] and
Middleton et al.[7] pointed out. Atmospheric scientists in
their daily work relied mainly on command-driven 2D plotting and analysis tools [6], [7].

4

VISUALIZATION IN METEOROLOGY TODAY

Today, the well established meteorological charts and diagrams listed at the beginning of Section 3 (see [10], [49]) are
still in the center of both operational forecast visualization
and visual data analysis in meteorological research.
Operational meteorology is still dominated by 2D visualization, despite the efforts with respect to interactive 3D visualization in the 1980s and 1990s. Major reasons include that
forecasters are mainly concerned with horizontal movements
of weather features (for which depiction on a 2D map is
appropriate), the clarity of 2D maps with respect to spatial
perception and conveyance of quantitative information, and
historical reasons (forecasters have traditionally been trained
with 2D visualization). 2D images also integrate well with
Geographic Information Systems used by emergency services
and are established to communicate weather information to
the public. In recent years, feature-based and ensemble visualization methods have gained increased importance.
In meteorological research, visualization techniques and
tools are much more diverse than those encountered in
operational settings, reflecting the (in comparison to forecasting) larger diversity of scientific questions being investigated. Similar to operational forecasting, 2D visualizations
dominate meteorological research environments, although
3D techniques are more common than in forecasting.
In the following, we survey the state of the art in visualization in operational environments (e.g., at national meteorological centers) and meteorological research settings.

Fig. 5. Standard visualizations in weather forecasting. (a) Operational
surface map, showing contour lines of surface pressure, analyzed fronts,
and (b) station data depicted using WMO glyphs (# 2016 Deutscher
Wetterdienst. Used with permission.) (c) The NinJo forecasting workstation features multiple views that offer a variety of 2D visualization methods to depict observations and numerical prediction data. (Reprinted
from [80], # 2010 Deutscher Wetterdienst. Used with permission.)

Major visualization tasks are listed in Table 1, which provides a summary and a categorization of visualization techniques employed in practice, grouped by operational
meteorology and research.

4.1 Analysis of Observation and Simulation Data
The depiction of observation and numerical model data on
maps plays a central role in meteorology. As shown in
Fig. 5a, surface data are routinely plotted using contour
lines to depict pressure, wind barbs to show wind flow, and
glyphs to depict station observations and analyzed features
including, e.g., fronts. The styling of the glyphs is mandated
by the WMO [17]; they represent aspects of the observations
(e.g., precipitation type and cloud cover). Upper level data
are plotted on standardized pressure level charts [17],
including the 500 hPa level often used as representative for
large scale atmospheric flow at mid-troposphere (cf. Figs. 7
and 9). For specific purposes, vertical coordinates other
than pressure are used (cf. Section 2.2), including potential
vorticity (e.g., to display the height of the tropopause) and
potential temperature. Meteorological maps are created for
many different scales, from local to global maps. From the
early days of hand-plotted maps, different cartographic projections have played an important role due to their attempts
to conserve scale, angle, and area [79]. For example, a map
projection widely used by European forecasters is the polar
stereographic projection; it accurately portrays weather systems moving over the North Atlantic.
Typically, multiple observed and/or forecast parameters
are combined in a single image. Also, juxtaposition of different maps is heavily used, as shown in Fig. 5b in a screenshot
of the NinJo workstation (the visualization software operationally used, e.g., at the German Weather Service (DWD)).
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TABLE 1
Categorization and Summary of Visualization Techniques Commonly Used in Operational Weather Forecasting
and Meteorological Research, and Topics that have been Addressed in Visualization Research
Operational weather forecasting
(examples of tasks: analyze weather
situation and its time evolution,
analyze and compare NWP models
and observations, judge NWP
uncertainty and estimate risk)

Meteorological research
(examples of tasks: analyze observations and model data w.r.t. many
possible objectives, e.g., analysis of a
specific feature, explorative analysis,
statistical analysis)

Research on met. visualization
(published techniques to improve on
common practice; they are mostly not
directly available to meteorological
researchers in a common
visualization tool)

Visual mapping
of observations
& simulations

2D depiction predominates (S4,
S4.1): surface & upper-level maps
(F5), cross-section charts, vertical
profiles (F7c), domain-specific
glyphs and diagrams (F5-11),
synthetic satellite images (F6b)

2D visualization as in forecasting
(S4, S4.1), some 3D visual
mapping (isosurfaces, volume
rendering, streamlines and
trajectories/path lines, S4.4, F4,
F13, F16), domain-specific
diagrams

Advice on color and map
making (S5.1), visual salience
(S5.1), 2D flow display
improvements (S5.1, F14), 3D
feasibility studies for
forecasting (S5.2, F15, F16), 3D
cloud rendering (S5.3)

Analysis of flow
& temporal
evolution

Animation (S4.1), meteograms
(F10) and time-section charts (S3),
overlay of time steps, wind barbs
(F14a), streamlines, trajectories/
path lines, Lagrangian particles

As in forecasting, criterion-based
trajectory visualization, domainspecific diagrams including
Hovm€
oller diagrams (S4.1)

Detection & tracking
of atmospheric
features

Time evolution (S4.1) and uncertainty (spaghettis, probabilities,
S4.2) of, e.g., convective storms
(F6), extratropical cyclone
features (e.g., fronts, F11),
tropical cyclones

As in forecasting but with more
diverse feature detection targets
and approaches (e.g., jet streams,
clouds), often for statistical
analysis (S4.1, S5.5)

Approaches for streamlines and
path lines (S5.4), dynamic flow
displays (S5.4), Lagrangian
coherent structures (S5.4),
feature-based flow visualization
(S5.5)
Feature tracking in virtual
reality, critical points, optical
flow, image-based techniques,
feature-based flow visualization
(S5.5)

Comparison & fusion
of heterogeneous data

Side-by-side depiction, overlay
(F5), regridding to common grid,
difference plots, depiction of
model data as observations, e.g.,
synthetic satellite images (S4.1,
F6b)

As in forecasting but with more
diverse data sources (S2.2)

IVA to compare model output,
overlay, similarity measures,
filling of spatiotemporal gaps in
data from heterogeneous
sources, segmentation,
streamlines in multiresolution
data (S5.6)

Analysis of uncertainty
in simulations

2D depiction (S4.2): stamp maps,
spaghetti plots of contour lines
(F7a) and features (F11), ensemble
mean and standard deviation
(F7b), ensemble probabilities,
extreme forecast index (F8),
clustering (F9), ensemble
meteograms (F10)

As in forecasting, distinct visual
channels (e.g., stippling), interactive approaches (ensemble space
navigation, interactive ensemble
statistics, brushing and linking),
3D approaches (e.g., depiction of
probabilities, height mapping)
(S4.2)

Perceptual design studies (S5.1,
S5.7), visual abstractions as
alternatives to spaghetti plots
(S5.7, F18), interactive
exploration, linked views,
abstract views, 3D spatial displays (F16), time series, multimodal distribution visualization, flow uncertainty (S5.7)

Usage of interactivity
in workflows

Operational meteorological
workstations support interactive
2D visualization (e.g., pan, zoom,
map styling) (F5c, S4.3)

Command-driven 2D tools most
common due to flexibility and
reproducibility (S4.3), some
interactive 3D analysis (S4.4),
little IVA (F12, S5.8)

Linked views, brushing &
linking, hypothesis generation,
interactive statistical analysis
(S5.8), IVA for comparative
visualization (S5.6)

Technical aspects

Web-based remote visualization
(OGC web services, S4.3),
scalability challenges (S5.10, S6)

Increasing data volumes (scalability, data compression, remote rendering, S4.3, S4.4, S5.10), reproducibility (S4.3, S5.10), efficient GPU-based
3D rendering directly using model grids (S5.9), virtual reality (S5.3)

Links to sections and figures in this article are abbreviated with S and F, respectively.

Temporal evolution of spatial fields is usually inferred from
time animation of the maps; time evolution of a forecast at a
particular location is displayed by means of a meteogram.
Examples are shown, e.g., in Schultz et al. [81]. Temporal
movement of air masses is frequently visualized by 2D
depiction of 3D trajectories (i.e., path lines; e.g., [82]), often
filtered and colored according to specific criteria. Vertical
cross-sections, typically along a line between two locations,
are used to analyze the vertical structure of the atmosphere.
Domain specific diagrams frequently used in operations
include Skew–T diagrams and tephigrams to analyze vertical
profiles (e.g., observations from radiosonde ascents, an
example can be found in [81]), additional examples used in

research include Hovm€
oller diagrams (space-time diagrams; e.g., [83]) and Taylor diagrams (model evaluation,
[84]). Also, results of statistical analyses including principal
component analysis, e.g., of recurring patterns in the climate
system, are frequently plotted on maps (e.g., [37]).
In recent years, feature-based (also referred to as
object-based) visualization techniques have gained importance in operational forecasting. Commonly analyzed features are convective storms and mesocyclones (e.g., [86],
[87]), synoptic-scale extratropical cyclonic features (fronts
and low pressure centers) [88], and tropical cyclones [89].
Features are detected from satellite/radar observations
and from NWP output. Fig. 6a shows an example of the
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Fig. 6. Visualizations in operational forecasting. (a) Storm cells detected
and tracked in combined observational and model data (red and purple
circles indicate convective cells, dotted lines expected tracks), visualized
together with lightning observation data (crosses colored by observation
time) and MOS-derived probabilities of severe precipitation (filled contours). (# 2011 Deutscher Wetterdienst. Courtesy of D. Heizenreder.)
(b) Synthetic satellite image. Visible radiances are approximated using a
neural network that takes NWP data as input. (Reprinted from [85], #
2012 American Meteorological Society. Used with permission.)

DWD NowCastMIX and KONRAD systems (e.g., see the
overview by Joe et al. [90], and references therein), which
output the locations of thunderstorm cells, as well as their
track and probability fields for impact in the near future. In
research, uses of feature-based visualization also include statistical data analysis, e.g., climatologies of feature occurrence
[91], [92]. For comparative visualization, model output is
visualized in ways corresponding to observations, an example is rendering simulated clouds as seen from a satellite
(e.g., [85], [93]). Such images are frequently used by forecasters; Fig. 6b shows an example of an approach using neural
networks for rendering to approximate the displayed cloudtop radiances.

4.2 Analysis of Simulation Uncertainty
Visualization of model uncertainties is of particular importance in forecasting, but also in research for, e.g., climate predictions. Early approaches date back to the 1960s [94], [95]; in
operational forecasting today, output from MOS techniques
and ensemble output (cf. Section 2.3) are visualized. For
example, Fig. 6a displays uncertainty information from an
operational nowcasting MOS technique. The books by Wilks
[37] and Inness and Dorling [3] contain overviews of general
meteorological uncertainty visualization techniques; several
articles described ensemble visualization products in use at
national weather centers [96], [97], [98], [99], [100], [101],
[102]. A set of basic guidelines on how to communicate forecast uncertainty is available from the WMO [103]. Note that
all techniques in the above references (and presented in this
section) solely rely on 2D visualization.
A direct way to visualize ensemble output are small multiples referred to as stamp maps (examples can be found in
[3, Fig. 5.6] and [18, Fig. 2.9]). In stamp maps, individual
details are not discernible, but differences in large-scale features (e.g., location and strength of a cyclone) can be recognized by the forecaster [96]. Alternatively, spaghetti plots as
shown in Fig. 7a display selected contour values of all
ensemble members in a single image. Wilks [37] noted that
spaghetti plots have proven to be useful in visualizing the
time evolution of the forecast flow, with the contour lines
diverging as lead time increases. A disadvantage of spaghetti plots, however, is that they become illegible when
members diverge too much; also, care needs to be taken in
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Fig. 7. Ensemble forecast products. (a) “Spaghetti plot”, comparing contour lines of three isovalues of the 500 hPa geopotential height field of
€ ller, www.
an NCEP GEFS forecast at 144 lead time. (Courtesy of G. Mu
wetterzentrale.de.) (b) ECMWF forecast product showing ensemble
mean of 500 hPa geopotential height (contour lines) and normalized
standard deviation of the same field (filled contours). (Courtesy of
ECMWF.) (c) Ensemble vertical profile displaying temperature (yellow/
magenta) and dewpoint (green) at a single location. Colors indicate
ranges of probability (0-25 percent, 25-75 percent, 75-100 percent
sz, Hungarian Meteorobands). (Reprinted from [104]. Courtesy of I. Iha
logical Service.)

interpretation as the distance of the contour lines depends
on the gradient of the underlying field [96].
Displays of summary statistics computed per model
grid-point are also common. Typical visualizations include
maps of probabilities of the occurrence of an event, and of
ensemble mean and standard deviation (the mean is
on average more skillful than any single member; the standard deviation or spread indicates forecast uncertainty [3]).
Fig. 7b shows an example, indicating areas of a geopotential
height forecast that are most affected by uncertainty (large
spread). Probability maps (an example can be found in [105,
Fig. 13.4]) are generated mainly for surface parameters relevant for weather warnings (e.g., wind speed, temperature,
and precipitation). They are frequently computed over a
time interval. For example, probabilities for extreme wind
gusts are computed over a 24 hour period at ECMWF, as it
is considered more important to know that an extreme event
will occur rather than when exactly it will occur [102]. Probabilities are also commonly computed for areas encompassing multiple grid boxes to determine whether an event can
occur somewhere in a given region. Similar depictions are also
applied to other types of meteorological diagrams. For
example, Fig. 7c shows an ensemble vertical profile used by
the Hungarian Meteorological Service [104].
A display that summarizes regions in which severe
weather events may occur are maps of the extreme forecast
index (EFI) [106], a measure that relates forecast probabilities
to the model climate to detect forecast conditions that
largely depart from “normal conditions”. The EFI is used,
e.g., to generate warnings of extreme winds [107]. Fig. 8
shows an example of an ECMWF forecast, indicating
extreme winds over large parts of Germany.
To identify similarities within ensemble members, they
are commonly objectively clustered [108], [109]. Fig. 9 shows
an operational example from ECMWF. The 51 ensemble
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Fig. 8. The ECMWF extreme forecast index relates ensemble predictions to model climatology to detect anomalous weather conditions in
the forecast. Shown is the EFI computed at five days lead time for 31
March 2015. On this day, storm “Niklas” hit central Europe with galeforce winds. Note how five days prior to the event the EFI predicted
extreme winds over large parts of Germany. (Courtesy of ECMWF.)

members, as well as the high-resolution deterministic forecast, are grouped into a small number (a maximum of six)
of clusters according to their similarity in 500 hPa geopotential height over Europe in a given time window [108]. The
clusters are represented by the members closest to their center, and assigned to one of four large-scale weather regimes
(color of the cluster frame in Fig. 9 [108]; forecast skill of the
ensemble depends on the weather regime [110]).
For point forecasts (i.e., for a specific location), ensemble
meteograms show time series of box plots (e.g., [37]) of forecast variables. Fig. 10 shows an operational example from
ECMWF. Forecast information are accumulated into daily
mean and displayed together with model climate information, showing how the current forecast weather deviates
from the “norm”. The overlaid boxplots show if the ensemble forecast contains more information than climatology (in

Fig. 9. Example of a cluster product, based on 500 hPa geopotential
height over Europe forecast by ECMWF. Three clusters (rows) of the
ensemble forecast are valid at (left) 192, (middle) 216, and (right) 240
hours lead time. The clusters are represented by the member closest to
the cluster center. Note the different extent of the trough over northern
Europe. The color of the frames corresponds to the large-scale weather
regime to which the cluster is most similar. (Courtesy of ECMWF.)

Fig. 10. Example of an ECMWF 15-day ensemble meteogram, depicting
time series of surface parameters of a forecast initialized on 19 March
2015 for Munich, Germany. The ensemble distribution is displayed by
means of boxplots. This diagram relates forecast daily averages to the
model climate (colored background bars). Note how in the daily mean of
10 m wind speed the possibility of high wind speeds on 31 March 2015
(12-day forecast) is predicted (box plot whisker extending over 10 ms 1 ;
the same event as in Fig. 8). (Courtesy of ECMWF.)

the example, cloud cover and temperature forecasts in the
last few days hardly differ from climatology). The diagram
additionally contains wind roses to display the distribution
of wind direction. Wind roses are traditionally used to
show distributions of wind direction over a time period
(e.g., [111], [112]); here, they are used to show both temporal
and ensemble information (distribution of all members over
one day), with wind directions clustered into octants. In
addition, plume plots, a combination of spaghetti plots and
probability maps, are used to display the temporal evolution of further meteorological quantities at the location of
interest (an example can be found in [18, Fig. 2.17]).
A feature-based method to visualize the evolution of
cyclonic features in ensemble forecasts [88], [113], [114], [115]
is operated by the UK Met Office and ECMWF. The example
in Fig. 11 shows surface cold and warm fronts detected in the
individual ensemble members as line features in a spaghetti
plot. Alternative visualizations are available at ECMWF to
view the individual ensemble member’s features (e.g., animation). Further cyclonic features (e.g., center of low pressure systems, developing waves) are also available.
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Fig. 11. Example of a spaghetti plot depicting surface fronts detected
with the Hewson and Titley [88] algorithm (red lines depict warm fronts,
blue lines cold fronts). Shown is an ensemble forecast valid at 72 hours
lead time. (Courtesy of ECMWF.)

The visualization products surveyed so far depict short
and medium-range forecasts. With respect to seasonal forecasts, visualizations mainly show probabilities and anomalies of the predicted quantities from the climatological
means (see [3, Ch. 7.4] for examples of displays). Also, specialized ensemble products are in use to provide uncertainty information requested by “sophisticated users” [99]
such as emergency managers. Visualizations include, for
example, forecasts of turbulence regions for aviation [116]
and extratropical storm and hurricane forecasts [117], [118].
Stephenson and Doblas-Reyes [119] discussed further statistical approaches to summarizing, displaying and interpreting output from ensemble predictions.
In meteorological research, many of the above ensemble
visualization techniques are also used (e.g., spaghetti plots
[120], [121]). However, as ensembles are also created with
different techniques and following different scientific questions (cf. Section 2.3), demands for ensemble visualization
are more diverse than in forecasting. For example, in climate
research stippling overlaid on maps is a popular technique
to depict uncertainty (e.g., [122]). Ensemble visualization
capabilities of off-the-shelf visualization tools used in meteorological research were described by Potter et al. [123] and
B€
ottinger et al. [122]. For example, the latter article showed
how the uncertainty in 2D fields obtained from ensembles
of decadal climate simulations can be visualized by means
of static maps, interactive 3D views, and interactive brushing and linking techniques.

4.3 Implementations: Workflows and Challenges
In operational meteorology, the presented visualization
techniques are commonly implemented in meteorological
workstation systems that provide predefined visualization
products that often can be interactively refined. As an example, the NinJo workstation [80] shown in Fig. 5c (used in
Germany, Switzerland, Denmark and Canada) is based on
2D visualization methods and supports multiple views to
simultaneously display different observed and forecast
parameters. NinJo provides sophisticated time navigation,
and meteorological charts including vertical soundings and
time series can be displayed and analyzed interactively.
Further examples include AWIPS-II [124] (U.S. NWS), Diana
[125], [126] (Norwegian Meteorological Institute), Synergie
[127] (Meteo-France), and VisualWeather [128]. Daabeck
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[129] surveyed operational workstations in use in Europe as
of 2005, for recent information we refer to the European
Working Group on Operational Meteorological Workstations [130].
Visualization software for special-purpose forecast settings mostly provides standard meteorological maps and
diagrams as well; examples include tools for teaching at
universities (e.g., [81], [131]) and for forecasting during
atmospheric research campaigns (e.g., [132], [133]). Standard charts are frequently augmented with additional information; e.g., the German Aerospace Center (DLR) Mission
Support System (MSS) [133] visualizes forecast data along
with flight track information to allow scientists to judge
expected instrument behavior.
A technical challenge for operational comparative analysis of different NWP models is the exchange of forecast
visualizations among weather centers. Standardized webbased visualization services have become common for
remote visualization (cf. the Open Geospatial Consortium
MetOcean domain working group [134]), examples of webbased interfaces include the ECMWF ecCharts system [135]
and the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute’s
(KNMI) ADAGUC [136] web interface.
In meteorological research, data analysis and visualization tools typically employ a mostly command-driven and
script-based workflow, providing functions for data import
and remapping, statistical analysis, and visualization. The
functionality offered by the various tools overlaps widely
(cf. [7]), examples include the NCAR Command Language
NCL [137], GrADS [138], Ferret [139], and GMT [140], as well
as the general-purpose languages Python [141], IDL [142],
and Matlab [143]. ECMWF’s open-source Metview system
[144], [145] takes a hybrid role; in addition to being scriptable
it features a graphical user interface to allow scientists, e.g.,
to interactively create graphical products and then convert
the visualization generation to operational scripts.
Nocke [9] attributed the popularity of script-based systems to the importance of comparability and reproducibility
in the application domain. He noted that discussions with
climate scientists revealed a kind of “mistrust in interactivity”,
due to the “arbitrariness” that interactive adjustments introduce into the generation of visualizations. Additionally,
Schulz et al. [146] stated that climate researchers tended to
pursue analysis tasks with visualization techniques that they
can directly re-use in publications. Nocke [9] noted, however, that in recent years in particular young scientists have
become more accustomed to utilizing interactive features in
visualization software, resulting in a “rising acceptance of
interactive visualization, however, still mainly for the purpose of
presentation.” Interactive visualization software for meteorological research mostly comes with a focus on 3D visualization, it is surveyed in Section 4.4.
Further practical challenges meteorological researchers
are confronted with include increasing data volumes (most
interactive visualization tools lack scalability for large grids;
cf. Section 5.10), support of a given tool for data types output by a specific numerical model or observation system
(e.g., for the development of numerical models it is essential
to visualize model output on original grids, however, only
few visualization tools support direct import and display of
irregular model grids; cf. Fig. 12), and missing knowledge
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Fig. 13. Example of a visualization created with Vapor, showing a tornado embedded within a supercell thunderstorm. (Reprinted from [160,
p. 33], # 2016, with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 12. For the development of numerical models, visualization of the
data on its original model grid is very important. Side-by-side visualizations of atmospheric variables along with simulation performance data
can be used for debugging and optimization. This example, created with
ParaView, shows (left view) load balance inefficiencies for the 512 processors used, along with (right view) simulated specific humidity.

about suitable visualization techniques. For example, Nocke
[9] noted that researchers in the climate sciences are often
familiar with one or two visualization tools only, an issue
Nocke et al. [147] approached with SimEnvVis, a framework
that supports the researcher in finding the most suitable
visualization technique for the task at hand.

4.4

Interactive (and) 3D Depiction: Mainly in
Research
While 2D visualization techniques dominate forecasting
environments, 3D displays are used in rare occasions. For
example, KNMI has developed Weather3DeXplorer (W3DX)
[148], a 3D visualization framework based on the Visualization Toolkit (VTK, [149]). W3DX is used at KNMI to explore
operational NWP models using immersive stereo projection
of, e.g., isosurfaces and path lines. 2D and 3D model data
can be visualized with radar and satellite observations and
ground-based measurements [150] for comparison. W3DX
is used in the operational weather room for forecaster briefings and in research settings to study model behavior during severe weather events [151]. The W3DX website [148]
lists a number of examples and presentation videos. In addition, a number of projects have conducted feasibility studies
to evaluate the value of 3D techniques in forecasting. We
survey these visualization studies in Section 5.2.
In meteorological research, 3D visualization is more frequently used than in operational forecast environments,
though from our experience still much less than 2D. As
stated in Section 3, Vis5D was the first popular and widespread tool in the 1990s, widely used into the 2000s. More
recently, prominent tools include the Integrated Data Viewer
(IDV), Vapor, and the general-purpose tool ParaView.
Besides their work on Vis5D, Hibbard et al. in the early
1990s started work on the Visualization for Algorithm Development (VisAD) library [69], [152], with the goal of simplifying
the visualization of multiple heterogeneous data types. The
VisAD Java implementation [153], [154] has become the basis
for a number of meteorological visualization tools [155], in
particular, the Unidata IDV [156], [157] and the latest version

of McIDAS [158]. IDV, for example, supports a variety of 2D
and 3D visualization methods similar to Vis5D, as well as
basic ensemble techniques (e.g., spaghetti plots) and meteorological charts including vertical soundings and observation plots. IDV provides 3D stereo support and a “flythrough” option. For example, Yalda et al. [159] used IDV’s
3D capabilities for interactive immersion learning.
Vapor [161], [162] is an open-source 3D visualization software developed by NCAR. A recent example of its use is
shown in Fig. 13, reproduced from Orf et al. [160], [163], who
investigated a tornado embedded into a supercell thunderstorm. Vapor’s visualization techniques include, e.g., 3D
isosurface and volume rendering (cf. Fig. 13), 2D color
mapped planes, steady and unsteady flow lines, and 2D contour lines. A particular feature is a wavelet-compressed data
format [161], [162], [164], allowing progressive access to multiple resolution levels of the data and enabling the user to
switch to a coarser, compressed version at runtime. For highresolution datasets whose size surpasses the available memory, subregions can be selected and the full resolution be
loaded for the subregion only. Currently, all data in Vapor
are assumed to arise from a single numerical experiment
(i.e., comparative visualization of multiple datasets as
required, e.g., for ensemble visualization, is not possible),
and there is a restriction to structured, regular grids
(although the grid spacing need not be uniform). A current
development effort opens Vapor to unstructured grids [165].
On a broader scope, the general-purpose visualization
tool ParaView [166], [167] can be used to display meteorological data, providing additional techniques, for example, for
interactive visual analysis including brushing and linking.
For instance, Dyer and Amburn [168] investigated how
ParaView can be used in a graduate meteorology course.
While not specifically designed for meteorological data,
ParaView supports some meteorological data formats. For
example, DKRZ has developed a reader for unstructured
ICON output and simulation performance data that can be
used to study not only the atmospheric variables but also
the efficiency of the simulation [169]. An example is provided in Fig. 12. A tutorial on the use of ParaView for visualizing climate datasets has been published by DKRZ [170].
Further open-source general-purpose visualization tools
are also applied (e.g., OpenDX; cf. Section 3), however, commercial 3D visualization codes are rarely used in atmospheric research. Notably, Avizo [171] (formerly amira) in its
“climatology profile” is regularly used at DKRZ for the
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Fig. 14. The improved wind barbs approach by Pilar and Ware [199]. A
wind field depicted by (a) traditional wind barbs and (b) a combination of
stream lines and wind barbs. Small structures in the wind field that are
missed by the visualization in (a) are captured in (b). (Reprinted from
[199], # 2013 IEEE. Used with permission.)

visualization of climate simulations (cf. the DKRZ tutorial
[172]). For instance, R€
ober et al. [173] used Avizo to visualize
the output of a small-scale simulation covering the city of
Hamburg. Avizo was also used in a recent case study by
Theußl et al. [174], who presented several visualizations of a
simulated cyclonic storm over the Arabian Sea. Virtual-globebased visualization has also been applied, for instance, to
visualize severe weather products [175] and satellite and
sounding data [176], [177], to volume-render typhoon simulations [178], and to analyze the dispersion of volcanic ash and
possible encounters with aircraft [179]. Sun et al. [180] discussed usage of virtual globes for climate research, and Wang
et al. [181] integrated a microscale atmospheric model to visualize flow over complex terrain.

5

VISUALIZATION RESEARCH

Many aspects of meteorological visualization have been
investigated in the visualization community to advance the
state of the art in the application domain surveyed in
Section 4; our objective for this section is to provide an overview of techniques that are not yet commonly used in meteorological practice. Our selection of articles is based on
research that either directly targeted a visualization challenge in meteorology, or that included a predominant case
study that illustrates the application of a proposed method
to meteorological data. For instance, a number of studies
used a dataset of Hurricane Isabel, a WRF simulation that
was first used in the IEEE visualization contest 2004 [182].
In the following, we survey the literature in an annotatedbibliography style. For each of the categories used to summarize the state of the art in Section 4, Table 1 lists visualization topics that have been investigated in the literature.
Links are provided to the sections in this section (an overview of which is given in Fig. 1c), references to individual
studies are given in the text. Note that for each of these
topics there is already a significant volume of published literature that has not focused on atmospheric data. We point
out overview articles where applicable.

5.1 Display Design
The design of a meteorological visualization is crucial to the
human ability to comprehend the displayed data and to
build a mental model thereof [19], as manifested in a number of studies that give advice on how to make meteorological maps and that investigate cognitive issues of how
specific visualization elements are perceived. For example,
advice on how to use color in meteorological maps was
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given by Hoffman et al. [183], Teuling et al. [184] and,
recently, Stauffer et al. [185]. Stauffer et al. discussed the use
of the perceptional linear hue-chroma-luminance (HCL)
color space in meteorology, emphasizing benefits including
better readability and more effective conveyance of complex
concepts, but also noting the importance of considering the
specific task at hand for choosing effective colors. Further
specific guidance in meteorological map making, in particular with respect to mapping uncertain variables, was provided by Kaye et al. [186] and Retchless and Brewer [187].
For instance, the latter study evaluated how combinations
of color and pattern can be used to map climate change
parameters with uncertainty. Dasgupta et al. [188] evaluated maps and further visualizations created by climate scientists, identifying a number of issues and offering
improvements. They provided a list of design guidelines,
discussing, amongst others, color and visual saliency. Studies from the cognitive sciences and human-machine interaction have also addressed meteorological issues (for a
general overview on implications of cognitive science
research for the design of visual-spatial displays we refer to
[189]). For example, Hegarty et al. [190] investigated the
effects of salience of the depiction of specific forecast variables on a weather map on typical inference tasks. They
noted that weather maps should be designed to make taskrelevant information salient in a display. Trafton and Hoffman [11] suggested improvements to meteorological visualizations and tools, based on notions of human-centric
computing. Bowden et al. [191] argued for increased usage
of eye tracking as a method to study forecaster’s cognitive
processes when viewing meteorological displays. They
studied a forecaster’s eye movements during the interpretation of precipitation radar maps, showing that attention was
put on different parts of the display depending on the
weather scenario.
A number of studies investigated display design with
respect to visualizing atmospheric flow, e.g., considering
vector glyphs, streamlines, and flow texture representations
(e.g., [192], [193], [194]). Publications date back to suggestions to improve wind rose displays in the 1970s [195],
[196]; a recent example is Martin et al. [194], who conducted
a study investigating the user’s ability to determine magnitude and direction of a wind field from wind barbs. They
found, e.g., that their observers had a tendency to underestimate wind speed in particular when asked to determine the
average velocity over an area. Ware and Plumlee [197]
investigated how 2D weather maps displaying three or
more variables can be improved. Alternative approaches to
depict the wind vector field and multiple scalar variables
were explored, using static and animated displays with different color, texture, and glyph schemes to target distinct
perceptual channels. Ware and Plumlee [197] evaluated their
approaches with a user study, noting, for instance, the effectiveness of a wind depiction by animated particle traces (in
this respect, cf. Beccario’s web implementation [198]). Fig. 14
shows results from Pilar and Ware [199], who investigated
how the 2D display of streamlines and wind barbs can be
improved. In their work, wind barbs (and alternatively
arrow glyphs) are placed along streamlines to combine
advantages of both approaches to visualize the flow field.
The streamlines achieve a better spatial sampling of the flow,
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Fig. 15. (a) The 3D forecasting tool presented by Treinish et al. [200],
[201], [202], based on the then-commerical IBM Data Explorer.
(Reprinted from [202], # 1998 IEEE. Used with permission.)
(b) Screenshot of the D3D forecasting tool built in the late 1990s at the
U.S. Forecast Systems Laboratory, as presented by McCaslin et al.
[203]. The tool was based on Vis5D (cf. Fig. 4), however, featured a different user interface that matched the interface of the 2D AWIPS D2D
software in use at the NWS Weather Forecast Offices. (Reprinted from
[203]. Courtesy of P. T. McCaslin, P. A. McDonald, and E. J. Szoke.)

capturing small scale structures sometimes missed by regularly placed wind barbs. They also have the advantage of
everywhere being tangential to the flow (which wind barbs
are only at their tip). Yet, the approach by Pilar and Ware
[199] maintains the advantages of a glyph-based depiction of
flow velocity and direction; also, the “traditional” wind barb
depiction that meteorologists are used to is maintained
(Fig. 14b).

5.2 3D Visualization in Forecasting
Section 4.4 presented options that meteorological visualization tools offer with respect to 3D rendering. As noted, 3D
visualization is used more often in atmospheric research
than in forecasting, however, in both forecasting and
research much less than 2D visualization. With respect to
forecasting, a number of projects have conducted feasibility
studies on using 3D visual mappings, investigating whether
3D visualization can be of advantage in the weather room.
Treinish and Rothfusz [200], [201], [202] reported on
experiments during the 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta. A
forecast visualization tool based on the IBM Data Explorer
[76] was designed, a screenshot of which is shown in
Fig. 15a. The tool offered visualization functions similar to
Vis5D (including 3D isosurfaces and volume rendering, 2D
filled and line contours, wind vectors, a probe for vertical
profiles). Functionality for different visualization tasks was
separated into “classes” of sub-tools, each featuring specialized methods for data exploration, analysis, and communication [202]. Treinish [202] described a typical workflow of
the system, focused on first interacting with the visualization to select a suitable combination of forecast variables,
then creating a time animation of the selected scene. Treinish and Rothfusz [201] concluded that an advantage of their
3D methods was the elimination of interpreting numerous
2D images, helping mental model building (cf. Section 2.1)
by making conceptual models “immediately obvious” in 3D.
At the same time, Schr€
oder, Lux, Koppert et al. [16], [72],
[204] presented RASSIN (also named VISUAL), a 3D forecasting system for usage within DWD. Focus was put on visualizing directly from the rotated grid and terrain-following
vertical coordinates of a DWD model. Similar to the
approach by Treinish and Rothfusz [201], RASSIN provided
functionality to display 2D sections and 3D isosurfaces.
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Fig. 16. ECMWF ensemble prediction data visualized with Met.3D [22],
illustrating combined 2D and 3D visualization and the tool’s ensemble
support. (a) An interactively movable vertical section using color mapping (wind speed) and contour lines (potential temperature) is rendered
with a wind speed isosurface showing the jet stream. Spatial perception
is improved by shadows and vertical poles. (b) An isosurface of ensemble mean wind speed is augmented by a horizontal section showing
wind speed standard deviation. (Reprinted from [22], # Author(s) 2015.
CC Attribution 3.0 License.)

Discussing an operational test of the software, Koppert et al.
[16] pointed out the importance of system performance for
user acceptance, and highlighted the need for common concepts of operations (user interface, workflow) when forecasters are asked to transition from a 2D to a 3D environment.
On the same software basis, the system TriVis for media
usage was developed [205], [206], [207].
Around 2000, McCaslin, Szoke et al. [203], [208] presented D3D, a 3D software built at the U.S. Forecast Systems
Laboratory (FSL) on top of Vis5D. To ensure common concepts of operation, the Vis5D user interface was rewritten to
match that of the 2D AWIPS D2D software already in use at
the NWS Weather Forecast Offices (WFOs). Szoke et al.
[208] provided an overview of the tool’s functionality. D3D
provided a more extensive array of visualization methods
than the approaches by Treinish et al. and by Schr€
oder
et al., including 3D isosurfaces and volume rendering, 2D
horizontal and vertical sections, vertical soundings and
data probes, and trajectories. Fig. 15b shows an example.
Notably, “real-time forecast exercises” were conducted to
evaluate the value of 3D visualization. Case studies were
presented, including usage of D3D for the examination of
tropical cyclones [209], the usage of 3D trajectories [210],
and the analysis of the synoptic situation during a tornado
outbreak [211]. Szoke et al. [212] reported reluctance of forecasters to switch from 2D to 3D, but also stated that forecasters trained with D3D found forecast analysis in 3D more
effective, e.g., by reducing the chance to miss a critical feature by not examining the ‘correct’ 2D level. Szoke et al.
[212] pointed out problems with spatial perception, an issue
they approached with a switch to toggle an overhead view,
as well as with a vertically movable background map that
could be elevated to the height of an isosurface. They also
positively reported on the interactivity introduced by their
system. Interactively moveable vertical soundings and
cross-sections, for example, were very well perceived by the
forecasters [212]. Szoke et al. [212] concluded that there
needs to be training in how to best use 3D depiction in forecasting, and suggested to teach university courses with 3D
visualization, in order to make the next generation of meteorologists familiar with the concepts.
Recently, Rautenhaus et al. [22], [213] presented the
open-source forecast visualization tool Met.3D, developed
in the context of weather forecasting during aircraft-based
field campaigns. Fig. 16 shows example visualizations.
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Met.3D combines interactive visualization similar to D3D
with ensemble visualization; the tool supports GPU-accelerated 2D horizontal and vertical sections as well as 3D rendering. In particular, the system closely reproduces the look of
2D sections of the DLR MSS [133] (cf. Section 4.3), thereby
aiming at the creation of a “bridge from 2D to 3D” to achieve
acceptance with forecasters trained with the 2D MSS (Fig. 16;
cf. [18], [22]). Met.3D introduces a number of state-of-the-art
computer graphics techniques to the meteorological application, e.g., 3D spatial perception is increased by the usage of
shadows and vertical poles (Fig. 16a). The system’s ensemble
support enables the user to animate through the ensemble
members and to display ensemble statistics that are computed
on-the-fly from the input data (e.g., mean and standard deviation; Fig. 16b). Rautenhaus et al. [214] applied Met.3D to
forecasting Warm Conveyor Belt features (airstreams in extratropical cyclones) and presented a detailed case study of how
interactive 3D ensemble visualization can be applied to practical forecasting. Recent information can be found on the project
website [215].

5.3 3D Volumetric Rendering
Visualization research has considered various further
aspects of 3D rendering applied to atmospheric data.
For example, a case study demonstrating the use of multidimensional transfer functions for rendering multivariate
3D weather simulations on Cartesian grids was conducted
by Kniss et al. [216], and a number of different rendering
options for meteorological data including rainfall and clouds
have been presented by Song et al. [217]. They discussed
resampling issues for the handling of different model grids
as well as data-dependent rendering options. Arthus et al.
[218] presented an approach using 3D visualization to analyze campaign observations, and Berberich et al. [219] implemented GPU-based direct volume rendering techniques via
VTK and OpenGL to visualize hurricane simulations. They
conducted a user study to compare the effectiveness of direct
volume rendering techniques and isosurface rendering, noting that their users preferred direct volume rendering. 3D
visualization was also investigated with respect to virtual
reality environments [67], [220], including a virtual workbench for the analysis of cumulus clouds simulated by LES
models [221] and usage of immersive virtual reality visualization for teaching in meteorology classes [222], [223].
Recently, Helbig et al. [224], [225] designed MEVA, a system
using tools including ParaView and the Unity game engine
to enable the exploration of heterogeneous data using multiple 3D virtual reality devices. In a case study, MEVA was
applied to create 3D visualizations of WRF simulations of a
supercell thunderstorm and to compare model output at different resolutions and observations.
Realistic rendering of simulated and observed clouds has
not commonly been used for meteorological analysis, except
for radiative-transfer-based methods to generate synthetic
satellite imagery from NWP output (cf. Section 4.1). Meteorological applications have mainly relied on isosurfaces (cf.
Figs. 3 and 15) and volume rendering (cf. Figs. 4 and 13). In
visualization, early texture-based approaches were proposed in the 1980s by Gardner [226] and Max et al. [227],
[228]. Physics-based rendering of cloud data was investigated by Riley et al. [21], [229], [230], who devised optical
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and illumination models based on extinction and scattering
of simulated cloud particle properties. They discussed the
rendering of optical effects including backscatter glory and
rainbows [230] and applied the methods to WRF simulations [21]. Ueng and Wang [231] used splatting of 2D billboards in combination with precomputed lightmaps to
render clouds from Doppler radar data. Note that, however,
the physical parameters most relevant for a realistic visualization of a cloud (e.g., droplet size distributions to compute
correct scattering) are not resolved by most atmospheric
models (except for specific small-scale simulations) and
need to be parametrized, imposing limits on achievable
realism. Cloud rendering has, however, been used for public media visualization. Trembilski [232] addressed the realistic synthesis and rendering of clouds, and Hergenroether
et al. [233] presented an interpolation scheme to achieve
smooth animation from a discrete set of time-varying
clouds. Also, real-time cloud rendering has been studied for
applications including computer games and flight simulators. Examples include the studies by Dobashi et al. [234],
[235] and Harris et al. [236], [237], who introduced cloud
billboards and particle-based simulation of first-order scattering events in clouds. Hufnagel and Held [238] summarized the state of the art in this field.

5.4 Flow Dynamics
Flow visualization techniques including wind barb and
arrow glyphs, and streamlines are accessible to meteorologists as surveyed in Section 4; path lines (in meteorology
referred to as trajectories) are usually computed using
Lagrangian particle models (cf. Section 2.2; e.g., [82]). Many
advanced techniques have been proposed in the visualization literature (cf., e.g., [239], [240]), however, only few
directly targeted atmospheric data (e.g., [241], [242], [243],
[244], surveyed below). More frequently, flow visualization
studies use an atmospheric dataset as one of multiple examples. A complete list of these papers is outside the scope of
this survey, but we provide links to topics that in our opinion are of interest to the meteorological community.
For instance, visual analysis of stream and path line datasets is of interest when compared to Lagrangian analysis in
meteorology (e.g., see Sprenger and Wernli [82], where
importance criteria are used to select air parcel path lines to
detect regions and processes of relevance to the analysis).
For example, Kendall et al. [245] used an approach related
to Sprenger and Wernli [82] to visualize flow features based
on query trees that describe the geometry of integral lines
by means of combined criteria. They integrated their
method into a scalable visual analysis software and applied
it to atmospheric and oceanographic datasets. The Hurricane Isabel dataset was used by Edmunds et al. [246] for
automatic stream surface seeding and by Guo et al. [247],
who proposed an approach to improve brushing-andlinking techniques for path line rendering. Distances
between data samples at the positions of advected particles
are projected into 2D space for feature identification and
selection; the method is applied to two atmospheric simulation examples. The aspect of analyzing scale interactions for
tropical cyclone formation was discussed by Shen et al.
[248], [249]. In their study, opacity is used to control streamline transparency at different heights to visualize scale
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interactions, e.g., between the outflow of Hurricane Katrina
and the jet stream. As an alternative to Lagrangian flow
visualization, Maskey and Newman [244] investigated the
use of directional textures for visualizing atmospheric data.
A conducted user study suggested the usefulness particularly for multivariate weather data.
The usage of animation to achieve dynamic flow visualization has been investigated in 2D by Jobard, Lefer et al.
[250], [251], [252]. Lefer et al. [251] used a so-called Motion
Map to animate a dense set of colored streamlines, Jobard
and Lefer [250] discussed challenges to update evenlyspaced streamlines when animating over time-varying
wind fields. Jobard et al. [252] animated arrow plots. In 3D,
the potential of GPU particle tracing to interactively visualize time dependent climate simulation data was examined
by Cuntz et al. [241]. The article focuses on technical aspects,
discussing, e.g., the method’s performance with respect to
GPU computational power and bandwidth. Investigating a
different animation aspect, Yu et al. [253] studied automatic
storytelling. Their method automatically computes a suitable camera path to generate animations of time-varying
datasets and is applied to the Hurricane Isabel dataset.
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) fields and
Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) can be used as a tool
to study the transport behavior of unsteady flow (meteorological examples include [254], [255]). Discussing a complete
meteorological analysis of Hurricane Isabel, Sapsis and
Haller [256] used 3D visualizations of inertial LCS (ILCS).
They depict attracting and repelling ILCS and demonstrate
by comparison with conventional meteorological fields how
the structures can be used to identify, e.g., the eyewall of
the hurricane. Recently, Guo et al. [257] extended the FTLE
and LCS concepts to uncertain data (cf. Section 5.7), applying their method to weather forecast data. Using a different
quantity, but also derived from temporal changes in 3D simulation data, J€anicke et al. [258] presented a method based
on local statistical complexity to identify regions with
anomalous temporal behavior. Applying the method to climate simulation data, they compared their measure to temperature anomalies computed from long-term time series,
finding that they were able to detect comparable regions.

5.5 Feature-Based Visualization
Methods for feature detection and tracking are used in operational forecasting as summarized in Table 1; in atmospheric research, a primary application is statistical data
analysis (cf. Section 4.1). In visualization, feature tracking
has been widely used for general flow visualization [259].
Meteorological applications include the studies by Griffith
et al. [260] and Heus et al. [261], who investigated the tracking of cumulus clouds simulated by an LES model. They
embedded feature tracking based on connected components
into a virtual reality environment, allowing the user to select
the cloud to be tracked using a virtual workbench [221].
Also investigating clouds, vortex detection methods were
applied by Orf et al. [262] to detect and track features in simulated 3D supercell thunderstorms. Recently, Doraiswamy
et al. [242] presented a visualization framework to track
cloud movements via computer vision techniques applied
to satellite images. The authors used computational topology and optical flow techniques to analyze the multi-scale
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characteristics of tropical convective phenomena, visualizing
the envelopes of cloud clusters and movement directions of
individual clouds. In a similar line, Peng et al. [263] reported
on a GPU-accelerated approach for tracking features represented by labeled regions in imagery datasets that largely
exceed GPU memory. They illustrate their method with a
large precipitation radar dataset, tracking regions where precipitation exceeds a defined threshold. Further examples
include Lee et al. [243], who track events of the MaddenJulian Oscillation in a climate simulation, depicting the
results in a GoogleEarth based display, and Caban et al.
[264], who introduced a feature-tracking method based on
textures to visualize dynamic changes in volumetric data
and track features in simulations of Hurricanes Bonnie and
Katrina. Critical-point-based flow field visualization was
investigated by Wong et al. [265], who introduced a technique based on vorticity to eliminate “less interesting” critical points from atmospheric simulations. In a typhoon
simulation, they detected features characterized by strong
shear and circulation and represented potential locations of
weather instability. Recently, Kern et al. [266] presented a 3D
method to detect and visualize jet-stream core lines in atmospheric flow.

5.6 Data Comparison and Fusion
Comparison of atmospheric data is a frequent challenge both
in operational forecasting and research (cf. Section 2). Tasks
include comparing the same quantity but from different
sources (e.g., the evaluation of numerical models with observations or the comparison of different numerical models), as
well as the comparison of structures in different fields (e.g.,
temperature to humidity). A closely related task is the fusion
of data from heterogeneous sources (often multimodal and
partially incomplete) to obtain a coherent picture of the
atmosphere. There are approaches to data fusion in forecasting (e.g., [267]), also, the 2014 IEEE Visualization contest
(analysis of volcanic ash dispersion by visualizing data from
multiple sources [182]) provides a representative example.
Comparison has also been addressed in the visualization
community (for general references see [268], [269, Ch. 28]),
with studies targeting comparison on data, image, and feature levels [270]. Only few studies, however, have explicitly
considered meteorological data. For example, Nocke et al.
[147] discussed the challenges of comparative visualization
of climate related model output and introduced the SimEnvVis framework to reduce obstacles for atmospheric researchers to use unfamiliar visualization techniques. With respect
to model comparison, Poco et al. [271], [272] proposed interactive visual analysis (IVA; cf. Section 5.8) methods to compare the output of climate models based on coordinated
multiple views and a proposed “visual reconciliation” workflow. The user interacts with linked views of abstract similarity measures and data displays to iteratively explore model
similarities. The system has commonalities with approaches
from the meteorological community. Here, an example is
ESMValTool [45], a script-based system designed to evaluate
climate models with observations based on a large number
of diagnostics and performance metrics. Visualizations generated by the tool, however, are currently created with standard software discussed in Section 4.3 (e.g., NCL), and are
static. With respect to model evaluation, Wang et al. [273]
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G€
unther et al. [279] and Elshehaly et al. [280] presented
solutions that fill spatiotemporal gaps between multiple satellite observations and trajectory model output. Notably,
Elshehaly et al. [280] proposed a GPU-accelerated workflow
incorporating expert knowledge in an interactive process to
fill gaps in the data and to provide a coherent view of the
atmospheric processes. Fig. 17 shows a result of Kuhn et al.
[278], who approached the contest dataset with topological
methods, extracting structures in the data that allow for
clustering and comparison. For example, the temporal evolution of extremal structures is detected via segmentation
and displayed in a space-time graph; Fig. 17 shows the temporal evolution of detected volcano eruption events. Related
to data fusion is seamless prediction (cf. Section 2.2). Visualization of such multi-scale data (cf. [269, Ch. 28]) has been
addressed in for atmospheric data by Shen et al. [249] and
Treinish [281]. For instance, Treinish [281] discussed flow
visualization and stream line seeding for multi-resolution
wind field simulations, including improved strategies for
streamline seeding based on vector field filtering.

Fig. 17. Topology-based segmentation for data fusion, as proposed by
Kuhn et al. [278]. The method fuses data from different atmospheric
observations and simulations; this example shows data from the 2014
IEEE Visualization contest [182]. (Reprinted from [278, p. 44], # 2017
Springer International Publishing AG. With permission of Springer.)

proposed a feature-based comparison method to verify precipitation forecasts. They used Gaussian mixture models to
extract rain bands from observations and forecast data and
use coordinated views for comparison.
The comparison of multiple fields is in the most simple
way approached by the overlay of, e.g., color, contour lines,
and glyphs. Also, statistical approaches can be used to compute similarities (e.g., in a simple form the correlation coefficient) [37]. With respect to overlay, Tang et al. [274] have
investigated the use of textures to overlay multiple parameters of climate data. Similarity measures for comparing
meteorological data have been used in a number of studies
[275], [276], [277]. J€anicke et al. [276] proposed a local statistical complexity measure. They showed that it is able to
highlight regions of high spatio-temporal variability in an
overlay plot of simulated wind and evaporation, in which
structures are otherwise hard to discern. Similarly, Nagaraj
et al. [277] presented a gradient-based local comparison
measure that is able to highlight, for instance, frontal structures. A correlation measure combined with a proposed
“multifield-graph“ was used by Sauber et al. [275]. Analyzing the Hurricane Isabel dataset, they demonstrated how
the approach allows to quickly identify fields and regions
with strong correlation.
A data fusion task has recently been posed in the context
of the IEEE Visualization 2014 contest. The works by

5.7 Ensemble Visualization
The demands of meteorologists with respect to analyzing
ensemble datasets have in recent years provided much motivation for visualization studies. From the visualization point
of view, ensemble visualization is part of uncertainty visualization, a topic that has received significant attention [35],
[36], [282], [283], [284], [285]. Irrespective of the application
domain that uses ensemble visualization, Obermaier and Joy
[286] classified ensemble visualization tasks into two categories, location-based methods and feature-based methods. The two
concepts directly map to ensemble visualization techniques
used in meteorology. Location-based methods aim at visualizing properties of an ensemble at fixed locations, with examples including maps of mean and standard deviation (Fig. 7)
and EFI maps (Fig. 8). Feature-based techniques, on the other
hand, focus on comparative visualization of features
extracted from the individual ensemble members. Examples
include spaghetti plots of contour lines (Fig. 7) and frontal
features (Fig. 11).
A number of recent visualization studies have been published with direct reference to meteorology. The depiction
of uncertainty is also of high importance for communication
and decision making; several studies have been published
in this respect as well. For instance, Nadav-Greenberg et al.
[287] investigated the effect of visualizations on understanding and use of uncertainty in wind speed forecasts in
decision making; Savelli and Joslyn [288] studied the effect
of visualizing predictive intervals of temperature forecasts
for communication purposes. The articles by Kaye et al.
[186] and Retchless and Brewer [187], providing advice on
representing and communicating uncertainty on meteorological maps, have been surveyed in Section 5.1. For further
links with respect to communication, we refer to Stephens
et al. [12], who link uncertainty communication methods
from weather forecasting to climate change communication.
With respect to data analysis, a topic subject to a number
of studies has been the design of alternative depictions of
spaghetti plots. For example, Whitaker et al. [289] and
Mirzargar et al. [290] generalized boxplots to contour boxplots and curve boxplots as alternatives to spaghetti plots. As
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Fig. 18. Alternatives to spaghetti plots recently suggested in the literature. (a) Whitaker et al. [289] proposed a generalization of box plots (cf.
Fig. 10) to contour lines. (Reprinted from [289], # 2013 IEEE. Used with
permission.) (b) Ferstl et al. [293] clustered an ensemble of lines and
produced “variability plots”, depicting for each cluster a lobe that represents the variability of the cluster’s lines around a medium line.
(Reprinted from [293], # 2016 The Author(s). # 2016 The Eurographics
Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Used with permission.)

shown in Fig. 18a, their figures highlight the median contour line and show percentiles and outliers of the original
ensemble of contours or tracks. Similarly, Sanyal et al. [291]
enhanced spaghetti plots by glyphs and confidence ribbons
to highlight the euclidean spread of 2D contour ensembles.
Ferstl et al. [292] clustered 2D and 3D streamlines, path
lines, and feature tracks. They visualized the results as 2D
and 3D lobes that show a median line and the variability of
the lines in the cluster (variability plots). Fig. 18b shows an
extension of the method to arbitrary contour lines, presented by Ferstl et al. [293], [294]. Contour lines were clustered for individual time steps as well as for timedependent data, visualizing stacked plots that display the
temporal development of the clusters (i.e., forecast scenarios) in a single view [294].
Both Mirzargar et al. [290] and Ferstl et al. [292] applied
their method to the depiction of 2D hurricane track ensembles, an application that has received attention by a number
of further studies (also with respect to communication). For
instance, Cox et al. [295] proposed an alternative display to
the official National Hurricane Center error cones. Based on
the current ensemble prediction and historical tracks, they
produce synthetic hurricane tracks that dynamically appear
and fade out. A user study confirmed that users were better
at estimating the hurricane strike probability at a given location. The method was further developed by Liu et al. [296],
who used the storm tracks generated to estimate a timedependent likelihood field for hurricane risk, allowing the
user to view a time animation of a risk ellipse encoding different risk values. In a subsequent study, the authors
approached the issue of larger risk ellipses being misinterpreted as larger size or strength of the hurricane [297],
evaluating display alternatives based on sub-sampling hurricane positions. Ruginski et al. [298] further evaluated display alternatives including the method by Cox et al. [295]
with a non-expert user study.
Further studies investigated methods aimed at IVA of
ensemble prediction data. Potter et al. [299] investigated the
usage of multiple linked 2D views, concluding that the combination of standard statistical displays (spaghetti plots,
maps of mean and standard deviation) with user interaction
facilitates clearer presentation and simpler exploration of
the data. Similarly, Sanyal et al. [291] highlighted the positive effect of interactivity and linked views on the user.
Recently, Quinan and Meyer [300] proposed WeaVER, an
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interactive tool to support meteorological analysis of ensemble data. WeaVER supports standard location-based techniques as well as interactive spaghetti plots, allowing the user
to highlight selected contour lines in order to decrease
visual saliency of other members’ contours. Quinan and
Meyer [300] also employed the contour boxplot technique
[289], obtaining positive feedback about the technique from
collaborating meteorologists. An approach using interactive
brushing and linking to analyze ensembles of scalar fields
was presented by Demir et al. [301]. By providing a combination of diagram techniques in a “multi-chart”, they enable
the user to interactively explore visual summaries of ensemble properties at different regions and at different solutions.
Demir et al. [301] provided examples from the analysis of
an ECMWF forecast. A similar approach was presented by
H€
ollt et al. [302], who used linked views to facilitate the
interactive exploration of height field ensembles from ocean
forecasts. Recently, Wang, Biswas et al. [303], [304] proposed methods to investigate ensembles generated by varying spatial resolution and convective parametrization
parameters in the WRF model. Wang et al. introduced a
Nested Parallel Coordinates Plot to investigate parameter
correlations, Biswas et al. approached the sensitivity and
accuracy of simulated precipitation to input parameters
influencing the parametrization and to model resolution.
They combined abstract views displaying statistical quantities from, e.g., multi-dimensional scaling and clustering
techniques with map views, and described a number of
meteorological findings made with the technique by a collaborating atmospheric scientist. Kumpf et al. [305] presented an interactive approach to cluster ECMWF ENS
forecasts, focusing on visualization of the robustness of the
clustering result with respect to slight changes in the used
data region. Specific to forecasting during atmospheric field
campaigns, Rautenhaus et al. [214] proposed an interactive
method to predict and visualize in 3D an occurrence probability for Warm Conveyor Belt features, using Lagrangian
particle trajectories for feature detection and transparent
isosurfaces for probability visualization. The method is integrated into Met.3D (cf. Section 5.2), thereby achieving interactive combination with further ensemble display methods.
Recently, Demir et al. [306] approached the challenge of rendering an ensemble of 3D isosurfaces by displaying a mean
isosurface surrounded by a spaghetti plot of silhouettes of
the individual members’ surfaces.
With respect to 1D series of scalar data, Potter et al. [307]
discussed variations of box plots that, compared to the classic version (cf. Fig. 10), convey additional information on the
depicted probability distribution. They proposed enhanced
plots depicting joint summaries of the distributions of two
parameters, showing joint data series of ensemble predictions of temperature and humidity. Lampe and Hauser [308]
used a generalization of kernel density estimates to create
smooth depictions of probability information along time
series (applying their technique to temperature time series).
With respect to comparing entire ensembles to each other,
K€
othur et al. [309] proposed a correlation-based approach
to visually compare time series of multiple ensembles of
paleoclimate data.
In addition to the (mostly 2D) spaghetti plot alternatives
discussed above, further work has investigated the
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investigated uncertain FTLE and LCS methods to analyze
transport behavior in time-varying uncertain forecasts.

Fig. 19. Example of IVA techniques applied to atmospheric data. The
geopotential height field trend of the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis dataset
is analyzed. The turquoise rectangle in (a) brushes outliers in the timeseries view (selected outliers are shown in red). Linked views immediately show where the brushed outliers are located in the (b) pressure
and (c) latitude dimensions. (Reprinted from [330], # 2010 American
Meteorological Society. Used with permission.)

depiction of uncertain 2D and 3D isocontours from both
parametric and nonparametric uncertainty models (also cf.
references listed in [310]). Here, examples with relation to
meteorology include the drawing of uncertainty bands,
fuzzy and random 2D contours [284], [311] and the usage of
kernel density estimates [310]. Pfaffelmoser and Westermann [312] investigated how visual ambiguities in spaghetti
plots can be prevented. In 3D, normals on 3D isosurfaces
have been used as “3D error bars” [313], [314], and probabilistic rendering approaches have been investigated to depict
the positional uncertainty of 3D isosurfaces [313], [315],
[316]. Pfaffelmoser et al. [317] have proposed a glyph-based
approach to depict the uncertainty of gradients in 2D scalar
fields, revealing regions in which isocontours of an ensemble temperature forecast are stably oriented.
Methods to investigate the topological structure of uncertain forecasts were recently proposed by Mihai and Westermann [318] and Liebmann and Scheuermann [319] and
applied to temperature field ensembles from ECMWF forecasts. For instance, Mihai and Westermann [318] analyzed
the stability of critical points, proposing summary maps
that show how stable critical points are with respect to location and type. The modality of forecast distributions was
subject of an article by Bensema et al. [320], who classified
simulated temperature fields of a 50-member ensemble climate simulation according to its modality, in particular
highlighting the stability of bimodal regions.
With respect to vector field ensembles, glyphs have been
used to display, e.g., uncertainty in wind fields [321]. Jarema
et al. [322] performed a local clustering of wind directions of
ECMWF wind fields. They displayed the results using
glyphs per grid point (similar to the wind roses in Fig. 10
but indicating the modality of the local distribution). The
depiction of uncertain trajectory data has been investigated
by Boller et al. [323]. Considering uncertainty stemming
from the numerical advection scheme used to compute trajectories, they map uncertainty to line thickness. Further
approaches to visualizing ensemble trajectories to reveal
differences in the ensemble’s flow fields were presented by
Guo et al. [324] and Ferstl et al. [292]. For instance, Guo
et al. [324] used a Lagrangian metric to specify the distance
between path lines computed from the ensemble members’
wind fields, an improvement of which was recently
described by Liu et al. [325], who used longest common subsequences to measure path lines distance. Results are visualized, e.g., via 3D volume rendering. Guo et al. [257] also

5.8 Interactive Visual Analysis
Meteorological analysis almost always builds on the combination of multiple views on a dataset. IVA techniques [326],
[327] add the ability to interactively emphasize data subsets
in multiple-view displays. ParaView, as shown in Fig. 12,
provides support for some IVA techniques that can readily
be applied by meteorological researchers. Also, visualization experts at institutions including DKRZ have applied
the SimVis framework [326] to climate research [328]. Nevertheless, IVA techniques are largely unknown to atmospheric researchers. Tominski et al. [329] conducted a
survey with 76 participants to evaluate the application of
IVA methods in the climate sciences. They found that stateof-the-art techniques are rarely applied.
A number of studies, however, have demonstrated the
potential of applying IVA techniques to atmospheric data. In
the context of the IEEE Visualization 2004 contest, Doleisch
et al. [331] applied interactive brushing and linking and
focus+context techniques in SimVis to the exploration of the
Hurricane Isabel dataset. They showed how brushing in
attribute space (i.e., the simulated parameters at the grid
points) can highlight relevant features in a linked volume
rendering (e.g., brushing of pressure and wind speed highlights the hurricane’s eye), thereby facilitating interactive
exploration of features. Fig. 19 shows an example of similar
techniques used by Kehrer, Ladst€
adter et al. [330], [332], who
used SimVis with ECMWF reanalysis and ECHAM datasets.
Without employing prior knowledge of the data, the interactive visual exploration techniques in the tool were used to
generate hypotheses about possible indicator parameters
and regions for climate change. Similarly, Jin and Guo [333]
coupled a map view with parallel coordinates and a selforganizing map to facilitate an interactive exploration of climate change patterns. Qu et al. [334] applied IVA techniques
to air pollution observations from the city of Hong Kong, discussing the effectiveness of polar plots, parallel coordinates,
and a graph-like display for the analysis. Diehl et al. [335]
presented a web-based system using linked views designed
to provide forecast visualization for meteorologists in Argentina, proposing a “minimap timeline” that uses small depictions of the plotted meteorological maps. Kerren et al. [336]
proposed an interactive viewer for long climate time series.
The work by J€
anicke et al. [337], [338] focused on applying
IVA techniques to analyze temporal variability in climate
simulations. By reducing the high-dimensional attribute vectors consisting of the simulated parameters to 2D [337], they
facilitated brushing and linking able to identify and visualize
different seasonal patterns of precipitation changes in a climate change simulation. Also, they showed how wavelet
analysis can be applied to multivariate climate simulations,
facilitating a visual analysis of changes in variability due to
global warming [338].
These studies are closely related to statistical data analysis methods well established in meteorology [37]. A number
of visualization studies have considered how information
visualization techniques can be used in the statistical analysis process, and how interactivity and graphical display can
be improved. For example, Steed et al. [339], [340]
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approached the issue that atmospheric workflows often
involve simultaneous statistical and graphical analysis
and integrated an interactive parallel coordinates visualization with statistical computations. A case study of the
technique’s application to an analysis of North Atlantic hurricane trends showed a significant speedup of the analysis
process [339]. Radial depiction of information (for a general
overview see [341]) was adapted by Li et al. [342], who
investigated the challenge of analyzing spatially distributed
time series of atmospheric surface observations to discover
climate change patterns. Further studies have considered
correlation analysis [343], the application of diffusion maps
to create temporally and spatially compressed depictions of
NWP output [344], the adaptation of boxplots to sequences
of 2D maps and images to analyze time series of maps of climate simulation output [345], and the usage of self-organizing maps to visualize patterns in multivariate atmospheric
data [333], [346]. For example, Lundblad et al. [346] proposed a technique based on self-organizing maps to reduce
dimensionality of the multivariate forecast data in order to
analyze clusters, and described meteorological information
systems using IVA methods to provide specific forecasting
techniques for ship and road traffic in Sweden [346], [347],
[348]. The application of visual data mining techniques in
climate sciences has also been extensively discussed by
Nocke et al. [147], [349], [350]. For instance, Nocke et al.
[349] discussed visualization of clusters computed in the
analysis of climate simulations by means of visual analysis
methods. Recently, Nocke et al. [13] provided a review of
how visual analytics techniques can be applied to the study
of climate networks. As is the case for the above discussed
visualization topics, further studies for interactive visual
statistical analysis have considered the common meteorological datasets. For example, Staib et al. [351] demonstrated
an enhancement of scatterplots by multi-dimensional focal
blur using Hurricane Isabel.
Recently, big-data issues of IVA techniques have been discussed. Wong et al. [352] described the application of several
interactive visual analytics techniques to large-scale climate
simulation output, discussing computational aspects as well
as user feedback. Notably, they touch upon major challenges
to facilitate visual analytics of large-scale datasets [353]. In
this respect, Steed et al. [354] have approached the issue of
where the data to be analyzed is physically stored and presented a web-based visual analytics framework for climate
model data to minimize movements of the large data volumes. As described in Sections 5.6 and 5.7, IVA techniques
have also increasingly been applied for comparative and
ensemble visualization. In this respect, Dasgupta et al. [355]
have recently discussed lessons learned from a study in
which IVA methods for comparative visualization have been
developed (cf. [271], [272], discussed in Section 5.6). They
argued that IVA techniques can play a key role in bridging
the gap between relatively short simulation run-times and
long data analysis times.

5.9 Efficient Rendering
The specific grid and data topologies encountered in meteorology (cf. Section 2.2) pose computational challenges for
rendering (see [21] for a discussion). Therefore, many existing visualization tools require data resampling to a regular
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grid structure (cf. Section 4.3). A number of studies
approached the challenge of rendering nonuniform data
from atmospheric models and observations. Djurcilov and
Pang [356] discussed various approaches to deal with
incomplete data from point measurements or sparse measurement structures, including point rendering, scattered
data interpolation, and point cloud triangulation. Gerstner
et al. [357] and Moreno et al. [358] discussed the generation
of a multiresolution representation and the gridding of scattered observational data, respectively, and demonstrated
combined volume and terrain rendering to put the observations in spatial context. Riley et al. [21] pointed out that
resampling introduces grid artifacts and can increase the
required memory. They presented a GPU volume-rendering
algorithm operating on the structured non-uniform grids
output by the WRF model, using approximate texturemappings. Riley et al. applied their renderer to simulations
of a tornado outbreak and of Hurricane Isabel, and showed
the utility of rendering 3D Doppler radar data. Also using
texture-mapping, Met.3D [22] (cf. Section 5.2) implements
visualization algorithms that can handle the vertical
ECMWF hybrid sigma-pressure coordinate (cf. Fig. 2).
Xie et al. [359], [360] described how the geodesic grids of
modern weather and climate models can be efficiently volume-rendered by single GPUs as well as by GPU clusters.
Kristof et al. [361] presented a volume rendering approach
using an adaptive octree representation for operational 3D
Doppler radar data. They tackled the challenge of temporal
misalignment via linear interpolation in time, and used
GPU raycasting to achieve interactive rendering.

5.10 Scalability and Reproducibility
Continuous data growth in weather forecasting and atmospheric research (e.g., [30], [362], [363]) poses significant challenges to data processing and visualization (cf. Section 4.3).
The computational power of computers has grown much
faster than storage capacity and disk speed [363]. As a consequence, datasets increasingly need to be analyzed directly on
the supercomputers and also, increasingly smaller parts of
model results can be stored in a timely manner. Approaches
to this challenge include remote and parallelized visualization, compression, and in-situ visualization (i.e., a part of the
visualization pipeline is run within the model code; e.g., the
extraction of isosurface geometry). At DKRZ, e.g., remote
visualization servers integrated into the supercomputer
enable users to interactively explore large data without the
need to transfer data. Similarly, ECMWF follows web-based
approaches (cf. Section 4.3).
Vapor’s wavelet-based approach to data compression
was described in Section 4.4; scientists working with
general-purpose tools including Python and ParaView have
access to big-data-analysis libraries developed in the corresponding communities. An example is ParaView Catalyst, a
library for in-situ data processing and visualization for
which Ayachit et al. [364] have recently demonstrated use
in atmospheric modeling to significantly reduce visualization data output. In-situ capabilities have also been integrated in some numerical models; e.g., Olbrich et al. [365],
[366], [367] demonstrated the in-situ extraction of isosurfaces and other 3D geometry from an LES model and facilitated interactive 3D remote visualization via streaming.
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Client/server-based rendering for parallel visualization is
available in only few tools. ParaView, as well, can be run in
client/server mode, allowing visualization of data on multiple compute nodes simultaneously. A further option for
parallel rendering is the recent volume visualization technology IndeX by Nvidia [368]. It allows the use of multiple
GPU nodes to visualize large time-dependent irregular volumetric datasets at interactive rates; IndeX is available as a
ParaView plugin.
The Ultrascale Visualization Climate Data Analysis Tools
(UV-CDAT) target both big-data and reproducibility issues;
they have been developed as a “workflow-based, provenanceenabled system that integrates climate data analysis libraries and
visualization tools” [369], [370]. The approach is to couple a
collection of existing domain specific and general-purpose
tools including Python, the Climate Data Analysis Tools
(CDAT) [371], ParaView, and the visualization workflow
and provenance system VisTrails [372] in a unified environment. By integrating this variety of components, users can
select their favorite tools and develop workflows for reproducible visualizations.

6

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our survey has highlighted how weather and climate data
are visualized in operational forecasting and meteorological
research environments to suit the meteorological users’
needs, and has provided an overview of recent visualization
research related to meteorology.
We briefly summarize key aspects we have identified:
Heterogeneous and often large data encountered in meteorology make visualization an essential tool for the analysis of
observations and numerical simulations. Current observation and simulation systems capture atmospheric processes
at various spatiotemporal scales; datasets are increasingly
stored on grid structures that are challenging for efficient
visualization. In recent years, consideration of uncertainty
has received increased attention in the meteorological community; in particular ensemble techniques gain increasing
importance in predicting future weather and climate. Visualization in meteorology is dominated by 2D depictions,
most of which are static. Interactive and 3D methods have
received interest since the early days of computer graphics,
however, challenges including perceptual issues and user
acceptance have in the past delayed the use of meaningful
3D depiction. In operational forecasting, visualization tasks
are largely pre-defined, allowing the design of specialized
but efficient visualization techniques and systems. Here,
traditional 2D meteorological maps and diagrams are the
most common visualization types. In recent years, featurebased, as well as ensemble visualization methods have
received increased attention. Visualization in meteorological research is more diverse and requires more flexibility.
Although most research is based on scriptable data analysis and 2D plotting software, interactive and 3D visualization is increasingly encountered. Visualization research
targeting meteorological challenges has covered a wide
range of topics from the visualization domain, including
the fields of display design, 3D visualization, flow dynamics, comparative visualization, data fusion, ensemble visualization, interactive visual analysis, efficiency, scalability,
and reproducibility.
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In the following, we discuss what we view to be the most
important demands arising in the meteorology community
that entail further visualization research in the coming
years. Although overlapping in many areas, visualization
demands will continue to be different in forecasting and
research. In forecasting, seamless prediction systems [29]
and ensemble methods can be expected to be key topics in
the next decade (cf. Section 2). This has recently been
emphasized by Bauer et al.’s [30] survey on the state of
weather prediction, and is listed as a key priority in
ECMWF’s current 10-year strategy [373]. Forecasting will be
extended to cover smaller and larger spatiotemporal scales
than today [30]; we expect the increasing model output
complexity and increasing data volumes to give rise to further automated data mining and analysis methods including, e.g., feature-based methods. Visualization techniques
need to enable forecasters to effectively analyze the output
of such systems. In meteorological research, visualization
demands will remain to be manifold. Scientific meteorological challenges will continue to include the development and
evaluation of numerical models, the analysis of observations and numerical simulations, and the analysis of uncertainties (cf. Section 2); technological challenges including
the handling of large data volumes and the heterogeneity of
data sources and modalities can be expected to even
increase in the future [30], [362], [363].
We expect that visualization research will contribute
much to the advancement of data analysis in meteorology
in coming years. To do so, however, different types of challenges need to be approached. New methods need to be
developed or adapted from other application domains, and,
equally or possibly even more important, the benefit of using
them in meteorological practice needs to be demonstrated.
Demonstration of Benefit. The need for visualization
research to clearly evaluate and demonstrate the benefits,
strengths and limitations of any new method (cf. Johannson
et al. [374]) is an important consideration. For example, a
number of visual abstractions have been proposed to
improve 2D spaghetti plots (cf. Section 5.7). Contour boxplots and variability plots, for example, show the variability
range of an ensemble of lines at a glance; however, they
hide small-scale detail that might be relevant to the user.
For which tasks are they meteorologically meaningful? The
problem becomes even more complex in 3D. As another
example, a major objective of meteorological visualization is
to support the generation of a mental model of the current
atmospheric situation by the user (cf. Section 2). In this
respect, further method evaluations and perceptual research
will be required to determine how well proposed methods
support this goal. For instance, designing an interactive
visualization sketchpad as suggested, e.g., by Trafton and
Hoffman [11], could improve the generation of a mental
model and help in communicating this model to colleagues.
Method evaluations can be user studies, and in our opinion
also take the form of case studies demonstrating a method’s
value by applying it to an actual meteorological research
question. Both user and case studies will often encompass
enough material to be studies on their own, and we would
like to see more visualization researchers working together
with meteorologists to incorporate new visualization methods into the meteorologists’ workflow and reporting on the
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added value. Such studies would increase the exchange
between the meteorological and visualization communities,
raise awareness and show users how novel visualization
developments can have value for their work.
Availability and Training. To increase impact, new techniques also need to be more easily available to meteorologists
for evaluation with their own data. Most visualization tools
used in meteorology are open-source (cf. Section 4.3). Thus,
when developing a new visualization technique, the benefit
of making it available to users may be worth the overhead
of implementing into an existing tool. Also, more training
needs to be provided to change the ways meteorologists
explore their data. Here, we agree with Szoke et al. [212]
that increased teaching of advanced visualization concepts
in meteorological university courses will be helpful.
Interactive Visual Analysis and Further Not-Yet-Common
Techniques. With respect to development and adaptation of
methods, we believe there is potential in bringing more
interactive and further not-yet-common visualization techniques into meteorology. In particular in the areas of IVA,
flow visualization, and 3D rendering, many techniques
have been proposed in visualization research that have not
yet been applied to meteorological data. For example, flow
visualization techniques (cf. [239], [240]) including integral
line rendering, LCS, and feature-based methods may be
beneficial. Similarly, the use of IVA techniques (e.g., brushing and linking) and techniques from information visualization should be further investigated. In this respect,
Dasgupta et al. [355], too, recently argued for an increased
use of interactive, iterative, human-in-the-loop analysis
techniques in climate research. There is, however, still
much skepticism of domain experts with respect to interactive and automated analysis techniques (e.g., [9], [355]; cf.
Section 4.3); skepticism that we can confirm from our experience with forecasters and atmospheric researchers. However, we can also confirm Nocke’s [9] observation that in
particular young atmospheric researchers are increasingly
used to interactive usage of software. We hence expect interactive visual analysis tools to become of increased importance. An in our opinion important aspect for the success of
interactive techniques will be transparency of the data flow,
and further effort should be invested into the design of
methods for data provenance and reproducible visualization—here, reproducibility still is a clear advantage of
script-based systems (cf. Section 4.3).
Seamless Visualization and Data Fusion. A key to effective
analysis of future meteorological datasets will be visualization techniques and systems that are able to depict data at
multiple temporal and spatial resolutions (e.g., from seamless prediction), and able to fuse data from heterogeneous
sources (cf. the datasets from the IEEE SciVis contests 2014
[375] and 2017 [376]). Challenges include dealing with
model grids of differing resolutions, and also to dealing
with data of entirely different topology (as typical, e.g., for
the analysis of field campaign data). Visualizations need to
make resolution and data topology transparent; such seamless visualization will enable forecasters and atmospheric
researchers to analyze data at different scales to obtain a
holistic picture of a weather situation.
Uncertainty and Ensemble Visualization. Visualization of
uncertainty, in particular from ensemble forecasts, remains
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a particular challenge. Due to a lack of analytic and visualization methods, uncertainty is yet to be fully exploited; new
types of visualization can have large potential value. Open
issues range from the further improvement of established
techniques (e.g., spaghetti plots and clustering) to questions
including how to visualize ensemble variability and similarity for specific atmospheric features. For example, clustering
ensemble members in a physically meaningful way is an
extremely hard problem; clustering results depend on
many details of the chosen method. How can such method
uncertainty be visualized? With respect to features, questions include [214]: Do features develop similarly to each
other in different members but shifted in space and time?
Can feature variability be visually depicted in a single
image? Another challenge is to compare entire ensembles. A
forecaster can be interested in how forecast scenarios differ
in subsequent ensemble prediction runs; a researcher may
be interested in the difference in ensemble properties with
respect to changing a model parameterization or assimilating additional observation data.
3D Visualization. An example of the demonstration of benefit is the use of interactive 3D visualization. Several studies
have discussed benefits (cf. Section 5.2), including the argumentation that 3D depictions are much closer to conceptual
models used by meteorologists (e.g., [201]), thereby reducing
the time in which simulation data can be explored (e.g.,
[214]), and minimizing the risk of missing critical features
(e.g., [212]). Obviously, potential benefit depends on the
actual analysis task and data to be visualized. In operational
forecasting, the horizontal movement of weather features
can be well depicted on a 2D map (cf. Section 4). Nevertheless, 3D visualization could be beneficial to capture fully the
spatial structure of small and large-scale features including
convective cells, fronts and the tropopause. This could be
particularly important for forecasting with a specific focus,
such as planning a research flight. However, integration of
3D visualization into forecasting means a change to long
established working practices. Software that combines the
power of interactive 3D displays with traditional 2D maps
(e.g., Met.3D [22]) might be able to ease the transition; first
tests at ECMWF have shown that there is interest for analysts
in viewing 2D maps in their 3D context.
We see many further open issues for 3D visualization, in
particular with respect to the design of meaningful visualizations and their implementation as interactive graphics
algorithms. For example, there are often large differences
between horizontal and vertical scales, and this poses
difficulties for meaningful 3D depictions. Which horizontal
projections should be used with which vertical scaling? Distances perceived in the visualization may not physically
make sense and may not be representative of reality. Also,
an important aspect is to achieve good spatial perception in
the 3D view. It must be obvious where the features displayed are located in space. In some cases (e.g., for visualizing a front), a meaningful depiction of the atmosphere
could resemble the look of a “miniature plastic model” sitting on the scientist’s desk. In other cases (e.g., for visualization of clouds), a photo-realistic look resembling a picture
taken from an airplane may be appropriate. Such visualizations touch upon issues in real-time rendering with global
illumination; representative scenarios have just recently
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been provided by the IEEE SciVis contest 2017 [376]. Also,
the benefit of using the third visualization dimension for a
non-spatial coordinate (e.g., time or ensemble member)
could be further investigated.
Technological Challenges: Big Data and Data Modalities. Two
technical factors will increasingly become challenging for
visualization (in particular with respect to achieving interactivity): data sizes and the structure of the data (e.g., model
grids). The continuously growing amount of data output by
numerical models and observation systems already requires
specific strategies at institutions including DKRZ and
ECMWF (cf. Section 5.10); the increasing gap between data
production and storage [362], [363] has implications for
visual data analysis as well. It will be challenging to make
interactive visualization techniques and systems scale with
growing data volumes; of importance can be compression
and in-situ visualization approaches (cf. Section 5.10). It is
of interest, e.g., to further investigate the application of
wavelet compression to meteorological data (cf. Section 4.4).
With respect to in-situ visualization, the trade-off between
specifying “interesting” parts of a simulation before runtime and storing as much information as possible is challenging. Approaches that automate visualization output
based on further in-situ analyses could be beneficial.
With respect to grid topologies, new model generations
using irregular grids with local mesh refinements (cf.
Section 2) bring technical challenges in particular for real-time
and 3D rendering. For scientists, it is often important
to inspect data on the original model grid (cf. Section 4.3);
interpolation to regular grids to simplify visualization algorithms and increase performance may often not be acceptable.

7

CONCLUSION

We aimed at providing a comprehensive overview of visualization for data analysis in weather forecasting and meteorological research, from the origins of computer-based
methods in the 1960s (Section 3) to today. Visualization
research (Section 5) has approached many relevant topics
in meteorological visualization to improve upon the current state of the art in the application domain (Section 4).
Nevertheless, our discussion (Section 6) revealed many
open challenges that we expect to motivate future visualization research with potentially large impact on meteorological practice; topics include, e.g., demonstration of
benefit, interactive visual analysis, seamless visualization,
uncertainty, 3D rendering and big data. Cooperation and
exchange between visualization researchers and meteorologists will in this respect be fruitful for both communities;
we expect exciting progress in meteorological visualization
in coming years.
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